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1. Introduction  

 

           My name is Charlie Grimsdell and I am a 25-year-old emerging book and paper 

conservator of British nationality, currently working at the Parliamentary Archives in 

London. My current position is my first as a qualified book and paper conservator 

since gruaduating from West Dean College in 2017, with a Masters, Post-graduate and 

Graduate qualification in the Conservation of Books and Library Materials. Before 

West Dean College, I worked as in intern for several private conservation practices 

and for the National Trust in preservation. In my current role at Parliamentary 

Archives, I am continuing to hone my skills in book conservation by working on a 

variety of materials and binding structures, including account bindings, semi-limp, 

limp and stiff-board parchment bindings, tight and hollow back leather bindings and 

cloth bindings.   

 

          My main aims for the trip included answering the following:  

• What are the main components of a stiff-board laced case structure? 

• What were the traditional methods and approaches to this style of binding? 

• Do any of these materials or methods result in an inherent weakness in the structure? 

• Can my learning throughout the course, enable me to suggest why a Parliamentary 

Archives, a pre-dominantly British collection, might hold Dutch binding structures? 

 

          I heard about the Zibby Garnett Travel Fellowship, during my student placement 

at The British Library, when a colleague told me about a scholarship awarded to 

Jessica Pollard, to enable her to undertake a placement in Amsterdam. Having 
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subsequently looked into the fellowship, I thought it would be an incredible 

opportunity to develop my skills and knowledge as an emerging conservator. 
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2. Study trip overview and cost 

          When I first started at Parliamentary Archives, I came across a collection of 

bindings that intrigued me. This collection was the Journals of the House of Lords, of 

which there are 421 bindings, the earliest dating back to 1510, in a variety of sizes - 

with some over 200mm in depth – and a range of decorative features including brass 

clasps, gold and blind tooling in the House of Lords crest. However, the reason these 

bindings held such an interest for me had nothing to do with their size or appearance, 

but rather their structure. I was completely unfamiliar with stiff-board parchment 

bindings and had mostly only seen limp or semi-limp parchment bindings. This 

structure involves a binding cover that is simply folded parchment, with no solid board 

centre, or a very thin, flexible board inside the covers.  

 

          Another aspect which I found it fascinating was that Parliament had such a vast 

amount of these stiff-board parchment bindings. After delving into conservation 

journals and scouring the internet for binding manuals explaining the structure of these 

bindings, I could find very little, if any, literature describing the history, origin on 

structural elements of this binding, yet research did tell me this style was historically 

European. 

 

          The course in Montefiascone would allow me to develop a further 

understanding of these bindings, including their structure and binding process and the 

history of their manufacture. This in turn would inform any potential conservation 

treatment of the Lord’s Journal collection, an advantage that would not only benefit 

the condition of the collection, but my own personal professional development, but 
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also that of my colleagues. It would also provide me the opportunity to discuss with 

course tutors, experts in this style of binding, how they might explain a collection of 

predominantly European style bindings, would end up in a British bound collection.  

 

          The total cost of my trip was £1,715.05 and I was fortunate to receive £800 

towards my cost from the trustees, which would cover my travel expenses and 

accommodation. In addition to this, Parliamentary Archives agreed to pay £550 for 

the Montefiascone course fees, due to the research I would be doing that would benefit 

the collection and my conservator colleagues. I was also able to cover the remaining 

costs of my trip by contributing savings from my salary. 
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3. Montefiascone, Italy 

          I began my trip by flying to Rome on Friday 10th August 2018, where I spent 

two days exploring the city and the sites. On Sunday 12th August I took three trains 

and a taxi to the town of Montefiascone, approximately 65 miles north of Rome, where 

I spent my week staying in a guest house in the hills of Montefiascone. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1 Map of Italy, showing Rome and Montefiascone1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
1 Map of Italy [internet source] https://www.wsj.com/articles/SB121865772078137981  

https://www.wsj.com/articles/SB121865772078137981
https://www.wsj.com/articles/SB121865772078137981
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Fig. 2 View from my guesthouse in Montefiascone 

Montefiascone is a papal fortress town perched on the highest peak of the largest 

volcanic crater lake in Europe, Lake Bolsena – dormant since 104 BC2. The history of 

this town is rich, with records indicating that ‘Mons Faliscorum’ (Mountain of the 

Falisci3), as the Romans called it, was a familiar passing point for the Etruscans along 

their travels. 

 

3.1 The Montefiascone Conservation Project 

          Every year for one month, a summer school is run in Montefiascone at the 

Seminario Barbarigo for conservators and bookbinders to develop their skills and learn 

new styles of bindings and techniques. The project is run by Cheryl Porter, conservator 

and medieval palette expert and has existed since 1992. When Cheryl visited the 

                                                           
2 Italy Magazine [online] Available from: http://www.italymagazine.com/featured-story/lake-bolsena-

volcanic-miracle  
3 Ancient people of Southern Italy.  

http://www.italymagazine.com/featured-story/lake-bolsena-volcanic-miracle
http://www.italymagazine.com/featured-story/lake-bolsena-volcanic-miracle
http://www.italymagazine.com/featured-story/lake-bolsena-volcanic-miracle
http://www.italymagazine.com/featured-story/lake-bolsena-volcanic-miracle
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library in 19874 as a conservator consultant, she highlighted the need for urgent 

conservation attention of the collection and the historic nature of the Seminary itself.  

 

Fig.3 & 4 Exterior and interior images of Seminario 

Barbargio 

 

 

In order to continue the preservation and cataloguing work that Cheryl set up within 

the library and archive she established the summer school, with a mind to contribute 

the costs of these courses to the upkeep of the conservation work at the Seminario 

Barbarigo.  

 

 

 

 

                                                           
4 The Montefiascone Conservation Project [online] Available from: http://monteproject.co.uk/en/the-

seminary-library/  

http://monteproject.co.uk/en/the-seminary-library/
http://monteproject.co.uk/en/the-seminary-library/
http://monteproject.co.uk/en/the-seminary-library/
http://monteproject.co.uk/en/the-seminary-library/
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4. Dirck de Bray and Beyond 

          The course was structured over five days, with some extra work in the evening 

in our own time. The week was taught by Anne Hillam, a book and paper conservator 

at New York University and Maria Fredericks from the New York Morgan Library. 

The mornings of the first two days were taught lectures, explaining the history of the 

bindings we were making, who Dirck de Bray was and why he was so important. The 

rest of our time was spent learning, step by step how to bind this style of binding, 

watching demonstrations and then completing the steps ourselves. At the end of the 

week we would have three completed bindings, all stiff-board laced case parchment 

bindings, but made in three different styles, these were the Dutch Inserted Boards 

binding also known as the de Bray binding, the Dutch Inboard Binding and the Italian 

Parchment over Raised Cords.  

 

4.1 Dirck de Bray and the History of Dutch Stiff-board Laced Case 

Parchment Bindings 

          Dirck de Bray was a Dutch apprentice bookbinder, living in Haarlem. Dates 

concerning de Bray’s life vary, but it is believed he was born around 1635 and is 

thought to have begun binding in approximately 1656. Being a bookbinder’s 

apprentice was a difficult job; there was much to learn, orders to meet and difficult 

tests to pass, which involved making specific kinds of bindings in a short amount of 

time to perfection. Despite there being many bookbinders and apprentices in Europe 

during this time, many felt that each binding method belonged to a particular workshop 

and so trade secrets were well kept. This means that little literature exists explaining 

these processes. However, Dirck de Bray was one of the few apprentices who did note 
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down and document his learning throughout his apprenticeship and, due his addition 

of diagrams and sketches and his references to tools used, it is today one of the most 

useful guides for understanding Dutch binding techniques; in particular the stiff board 

laced-case parchment binding.   

 

          Throughout Europe, binding fashions developed rapidly – from the 15th to 17th 

century we see the establishment of the limp parchment structure. Between this, in the 

16th century we see the rise of the Italian slotted spine structure and stationary bindings 

and during this period, the Dutch laced structure. So, why were there so many 

variations in such a short period of time? This is largely due to an increase in demand 

within the book trade which consequently led to a demand in cheaper products. 

Materials needed to be cheaper because more labour was needed to meet this increase 

in demand and techniques needed to evolve in order to meet deadlines. Another large 

factor that contributed to this change in structures, was the increase in European 

migration – binders from different parts of Europe migrated to other countries and 

took their trade secrets and techniques with them, as a result we see small changes in 

structures that could be a result of combinations of shared trade secrets. An example 

of this, Anne and Maria explained, could in fact be the Dutch stiff board laced case 

binding which first appeared around 1550 and marked the shift in change from limp 

to stiff bindings. This is an idea that is believed to have provenance in France, through 

the introduction of cartonnage – a process that sought to reinforce the cover by lacing 

boards onto the covers, preventing the covers from flapping, like a limp cover.  
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4.2 The binding structures  

         Each style of binding studied and made will be described in brief below, with 

some of the technical elements explained and described and an overall comparison of 

each style and accompanying image of the processes.  

 

The de Bray binding: the Dutch Inserted Boards Binding and The Dutch Inboard 

Binding  

The structure of these two bindings is largely the same, with the sewing technique, 

supports, endbands and materials all identical, as described below: 

• Textblock: 96 x 80mm, Hahnemühle Ingres paper, 90gsm 

• Number of sections: thirteen 

• Pages per section: four  

• Sewing supports: Three double parchment strips  

• Spine linings: Parchment (some inboard variations have textile) 

• Endbands: Double thread red and yellow silk  

• Boards: pasteboard 

• Parchment: calf lined with paper 

• Headcaps: reverse, or regular for inboard binding 

• Decoration: Gold tooling, none for inboard binding 

• Fore-edge ties: none, or green textile for inboard binding5 

The textblocks were sewn on parchment ‘spitzels,’ which comprises of two strips of 

parchment placed on top of each other and adhered with a spot of glue at the centre. 

                                                           
5 Hillam, A and Fredericks, M (2018) Dirck de Bray and Beyond, p. 1 
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These are placed evenly across the spine and form the sewing support to sew around. 

Once sewn the spine is glued and whilst still moist and sticky, is rolled with the palm 

of the hand to form a ‘round’ – an arched shape. Parchment, or textile liners are then 

adhered to the rounded spine and the endbands are then sewn at the head and tail of 

the spine around smaller spitzels, with silk. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5 Diagram of textblock 

Cartonnage  

As previously mentioned, cartonnage was a technique developed in France. It was a 

useful way to use up waste paper to make boards. Using waste paper often meant old 

sheets with printed text and images were often used. The process involves pasting out 

sheets of paper with a flour based adhesive and continually layering the paper with 

further pieces of pasted out paper until the desired thickness is achieved, the layers of 

paper are then covered with a piece of textile either side and pressed to squeeze out 

the excess moisture, until all the layers are well adhered together, this usually takes a 

Parchment 

spine linings 
Spitzels 

Sewing 

thread 

Endbands 
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couple of minutes. The boards are then removed from the press and stood upright to 

dry out.  Once dry, the boards are trimmed to the correct size needed to make the book.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6 Trimming the pasteboards 

The process of cartonnage was particularly interesting to me, as it was a process I had 

not used before. After discussion with some of the other conservators on the course, 

they informed me that they have used this technique in the past to make lost boards 

for books they are conserving, as opposed to using ready made boards, as is common 

in current conservation practice. Whilst this method may be more time consuming, it 

provides the precise desired board thickness and produces a much softer, yet stronger 

board due to the lamination of many layers of paper.  

Lacing the cover 

The most defining aspect of this binding involves pulling the spitzels through the 

cover, in order to attach the loose textblock to the cover. It is at this point that these 

two bindings differ. For the inboard binding, the boards are lightly stuck to the first 

and last page of the book (the endpapers) and trimmed to size, slots are then cut on a 
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piece of parchment, either side of the width of the spine, in line with the location of 

the spitzels. The spitzels are then laced through these holes first through the outside of 

the cover, then back through to the inside of the cover, as pictured below.  

 

  

 

 

Fig. 7 Lacing the case through the outside  

of the cover  

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8 Lacing the case through the inside of the cover 

The parchment is then wrapped around these boards and adhered. Alternatively, with 

the inserted binding, the parchment is folded, and the boards are pushed into the folded 

parchment at the long edge of the parchment piece. 

 

 

Fig. 9 Pulling the spitzels through 
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Fig. 10 Inserting the boards 

The Italian Parchment over Raised Cords 

This structure is more similar to that of British bookbinding, particularly that of leather 

bindings on raised cords. It comprises of: 

• Textblock: 150mm x 80mm, Hahnemühle Ingres paper, 90gsm 

• Number of sections: to preference 

• Pages per section: six 

• Sewing supports: single raised cords 

• Spine linings: paper, covering supports and spine 

• Endbands: blue and natural, undyed thread  

• Boards: pasteboards 

• Covering: Half parchment with paste paper covers 

• Parchment: goat 

• Headcaps: reverse or regular 

• Decoration: brazilwood and gold tooling 

In comparison to the two Dutch bindings, I was interested to find the Italian style to 

be larger. In addition, these bindings are more decorative, with the incorporation of 

natural pigments in both the spine label and the paste paper boards. Furthermore, there 
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is no laced parchment attachment; instead cords are used. In addition, the case in not 

laced on, rather a piece of parchment is completely submerged in water, and pasted 

out. The parchment is then placed on the spine and moulded around the raised cords 

and over the boards, the parchment is continually worked with a bone folder to ensure 

adhesion. String is also used to work lines in around the raised bands and at the head 

and tail of the spine – two worked lines indicate the head and one worked line indicates 

the tail. Reverse caps are also made, this is where the caps at the head and tail of the 

book are rolled backwards slightly to form a lip, exposing the endbands more.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 11 Diagram of Italian parchment over raised cords 

 

Paste paper is next adhered to the boards – paste paper is a historical decorative paper 

method made by mixing a flour-based adhesive with a pigment and brushing or 

Moulded 

spine 

Brazilwood 

and gold 

tooled label 

Endband 

Double 

worked line 

Single 

worked line  

Reverse cap 
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printing a pattern onto the paper. Finally, a traditional Italian decorative feature was 

to use the natural pigment brazilwood, sourced from the red bark of a Brazilian tree 

and use the pigment to paint a label onto the spine and gold tool lines either side. The 

book title would then have been tooled onto this label.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Fig. 12 Painting the brazilwood label 

The finished products  

By the end of the course, I was really pleased with the bindings I had produced. I was 

proud to have completed the two Dutch bindings, and the optional third Italian binding. 

The seminary had been a lovely place to work in, with amazing views of the lake and 

large airy windows that allowed a cool breeze to come into the workspace. It was a 

wonderful environment to learn and work in and Anne and Maria were fantastic 

teachers. It was fascinating to hear the work they had gathered over years and years of 

research and I was incredibly lucky to learn what they had discovered.  
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Fig. 13 Dutch inboard binding Fig. 14 Italian parchment over raised cords 

Fig. 16 From L to R: Italian parchment over raised cords, Dutch inserted board, Dutch inboard  
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5. Leisure Time 

5.1 Seminario Barbarigo Library 

          Whilst in Montefiascone, I visited the Seminario Barbarigo Library. The 

collection largely contains Italian religions texts, but it was fascinating to see the styles 

of binding present in an Italian collection and moreover, whether I could identify any 

of the styles of binding I had been making on the course. I was very pleased to identify 

a range of Italian raised cord structures. 

 

  

 

 

 

  

  

Fig. 17 Italian raised cord structure 

5.2 Est! Est!! Est!!! 

          The famous wine festival in Montefiascone is an annual celebration that always 

falls on the same week in August. I was lucky enough to arrive the day of the festival 

opening, in which a medieval procession marches through the main street and town 

square. The festival celebrates the production of wine in the region and dates back to 

the 12th century when a German bishop travelled to the Vatican to meet with the Pope. 

The festival procession tells the story of this bishop who sent a high clergyman out to 
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sample the wines along his planned route, the clergyman was to write, ‘Est,’ (there 

is…) on the doors of any inn with the best wine. Allegedly the clergyman was so 

delighted with Montefiascone wine, that he wrote ‘Est! Est!! Est!!’ on the doors.  The 

bishop enjoyed the wine so much, that he eventually drank himself to death. The 

procession lasted around 45 minutes, with trumpeters and drummers playing 

throughout and hundreds of townspeople wearing medieval costume.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Fig. 18 Wine festival procession in the town centre 

5.3 Trip to Rome 

           Before arriving in Montefiascone, I spent two nights in Rome where I was keen 

to explore as many historic sites and landmarks as possible. I particularly enjoyed 

visiting the Vatican including the Sistine Chapel and St Peter’s Basilica. I was stunned 

at the beauty and scale of the frescoes. 
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I also visited the Trevi fountain and had an amazing meal of prosciutto topped pizza, 

in the piazza just outside the Pantheon. Gelato was another treat I particularly enjoyed, 

including flavours such as hazelnut, honeycomb, coconut and biscotti. I would love to 

go back to Rome and spend more time exploring the beautiful cobbled streets and 

drinking coffees in the piazzas. Although, I think perhaps I would choose a different 

time of year, as 30˚C + was a much too hot for me! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 19 Fresco in the Vatican  
Fig. 20 &21 The Trevi Fountain and pizza at 

the Pantheon 
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6. Stiff-board laced case parchment bindings at The Houses of Parliament 

          As discussed previously, my main interest in this course, stemmed from the 

Lord’s Journal collection at Parliamentary Archives. Despite learning a great deal on 

the course, I wanted to ask Anne and Maria directly if they had any thoughts on the 

structure of the Lord’s Journals, by showing them a range of images I had bought with 

me, in the hope that they might be able to offer their thoughts and expertise. Despite 

studying this style of binding for years, they had never seen this style on such a scale 

- in terms of both the size of the collection and the size of the bindings themselves. I 

asked them if they had seen this style amongst British collections. They confirmed 

they had not and agreed that it did seem strange that Parliament would have such a 

vast collection of this style, being that it is in Britain. Upon closer inspection of some 

of the images I taken of the internal structure of the damaged Journals, Anne said that 

from what she could tell the Journals were seemingly a mismatch of both Dutch and 

Italian – very unusual. She also said that she had never seen metal clasps on this style 

of binding. This was incredibly exciting for me – firstly it would appear my suspicions 

were correct, that it did indeed seem strange to have these bindings in a British 

collection, bound in Parliament. It could be that a binder who worked in the 

bookbinder’s at Parliament, was Dutch or Italian, or perhaps had been trained in either 

country and passed his knowledge on to Parliamentary binder apprentices through the 

years. It will be interesting to see what else I can find when I can begin treatment of 

the journals!  
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7. Conclusion 

 

          As identified in my initial application to the Zibby Garnett Travel Fellowship, 

there are a range of questions, that I hoped the course in Montefiascone would help 

me to answer:  

 

• Why are bindings of this type at Parliament?  

• Do these bindings adhere to one specific range of laced case binding technique, 

i.e. are their characteristics most like Italian, French, Dutch or German styles 

of these bindings? 

• Does the way in which this binding is constructed, contribute to its inherent 

weaknesses and if so, how? 

Although I cannot precisely say why bindings of this style are at Parliament, through 

the knowledge I have gained on the course, I can suggest that the development of the 

European book trade in this period, certainly contributed to the increase in migration, 

which could perhaps explain why this style is present in a British collection.  

 

          Secondly, through learning these techniques myself and carrying out these 

methods first hand and through confirmation from my tutors, I can indeed see that the 

Lord’s Journals bear similarities to both Italian and Dutch styles. Thirdly, having the 

opportunity to make a range of bindings has allowed me to see how the materials and 

techniques that would have been used might result in future weaknesses within these 

bindings. This includes the strength of the spitzels, which are liable to snap. The fact 

that the spitzels are also exposed on the exterior of the binding due to the laced 
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structure, also means that increased handling and movement on shelves will directly 

cause abrasion to an exposed structural element of the binding. 

 

          Overall, my experience in Montefiascone was incredible and hugely beneficial 

to my development as an emerging conservator. The opportunity to meet fellow 

professionals from all over the world was very interesting, providing me the chance to 

share knowledge and form contacts and connections with people based in all corners 

of the world.  This experience also tested me in a positive way – I was surrounded by 

conservators and binders who were much more experienced than I am, who therefore 

had had the opportunity to hone their skills over several years and so naturally worked 

much faster than me. I was proud that I was able to keep up and produce some well 

executed bindings.  I feel much more confident in my approach to the treatment of the 

Lord’s Journals and other structures of this type that I may come across in my career. 

Moreover, I am excited to use this opportunity to share what I have learned with 

colleagues at Parliamentary Archives. I have planned a three-day workshop, in which 

I will teach my colleagues how to make the Dutch inserted board binding, step by step. 

I hope that not only will this develop their own knowledge, but it will allow me to 

hone the skills I was taught in Montefiascone and consolidate the valuable information 

I have learnt. I am incredibly appreciative of the generosity of the Zibby Garnett 

trustees, for allowing me the opportunity to attend this course.  

 


